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Environmental Assessment Branch 

Nova Scotia Environment 

P.O. Box 442 

Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 

Re: Goffs Quarry Expansion Project 

As a resident of Fall River, I wish to submit my thoughts and concerns regarding this expansion proposal. There are multiple 

areas of concern, and I would anticipate a thorough review of outstanding concerns that have never been dealt with in the 

initial approval process, as well as the ensuing impacts experienced and observed. 

The current approval status of this quarry is still very questionable as it is currently between hearing dates in a judicial review at 

the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia. Scotian appears to be pushing the request for an expansion approval through; with a hope the 

province will issue an approval prior to a decision from the court and will then ignore any findings in the courts that may see the 

initial approval faulted and requiring much more consideration or even revocation. 

The quarry is not operating and has not commenced production over a year after its approval, yet they tout a 50 year requirement 

today.  The sensitivity of the location, being in a watershed that supplies drinking water for a large population, is in a location 

where the water table is already under stress, impacting an even larger population, and the historical record of impacts from 

commercial and infrastructure developments in the immediate area, and due to its close proximity to the Maritimes NorthEast 

Pipeline, HIAA and Hwy 102, it would seem there is justification to step up the review of this proposal. Scotian Materials should 

welcome an opportunity to prove the public concerns have been eliminated, as they failed to do in their previous applications. 

Scotian’s quick application to expand is, by their own accord, an intention to use pre-operations baseline information (within its so 

called shelf life) which will circumvent the ability to realize real impacts once the quarry is operating at its intended capacity. This 

will place the onus on NS Environment and the Government of Nova Scotia to accept responsibility for a lack of due diligence and 

appropriate observation. The company is in essence asking to be excused from proving their current approval won’t be detrimental 

to the local environment, will not create any negative impacts and will be inconsequential to the local community. There have been 

impacts to date, and we would like expert review of these impacts, as well as the unresolved concerns of ongoing questions and 

legislation. 

Scotian also used a consistent tactic of registering their EA, during the summer when people are on vacation, in the month leading 

up to the start of a school year, when people are going to be distracted, which in essence discourages people from participating in 

the public consultation process. Scotian held their public sessions prior to registering their project, therefore preventing the public 

from seeing the full scope of their plan, when they would have supposedly had the opportunity to get proper answers to their 

concerns. 

The people who live in this area, and rely on wells, are concerned about safety issues and will be the ones impacted, so expect their 

government to place the existing and ongoing concerns at a priority, and due to the long term controversy around the quarry 

approval, have their doubts about the process to date and would hope a proper assessment by the Environmental Assessment 

Board makes proper sense for a government tasked with acting in the people’s best interests. 

During the approval of the initial quarry application (under 3.99 hectares), several pieces of legislation were brought to th e 

attention of staff at NSE, and during our appeals of the approval, it was made clear to us that none of those issues were 

presented to the Minister as part of the file for consideration, either during the approval, or during the Ministerial Appeal . 

This has been substantiated at the Supreme Court of NS, during the ongoing proceedings there. 

I will submit again, with urgency, the main issues that have been omitted from the Ministers review of this approval, and 

they must be considered without excuse in this process. 

As you read through my concerns, you will also note there are several issues that are currently being reviewed in a judicial 

review of the 3.99 hectare industrial approval of this same project, that were never dealt with during the application 

process. They were not fully disclosed to the Minister during a Ministerial Review, and that has caused this case to go before 



the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia. I will note where my points are also relative to the ongoing court case. The hearing will 

recommence on September 13, and a decision will not be available immediately. Due to the current hearing and the lack of a 

decision in the next 20 days, prior to this projects, anticipated decision, I would urge that the EA Branch recommend waiting 

for the Supreme Court Justice to issue a decision, before proceeding further. 

1.  My first concern is that the initial approval is still before the courts, and there were key grounds for our case that have 

never been dealt with or considered or responded to by NS Environment, or the Minister. The proponent has proceeded with 

this application without completing the process of or a decision on the Judicial Review of their Industrial Approval. If the 

judge finds in favour of any of the grounds for that case, approving this expansion would be incorrect.  It appears the proponent 

wishes to rush this expansion through without the full due diligence this approval requires. 

It is also important to note that no production of aggregate has occurred at the site. There have been few blasts, done to prepare 

and develop the site, but there is no track record for what impacts this quarry may have. The lack of actual operations, in an area 

that has 7 wetlands, and multiple streams in a complex that is the headwaters of the Shubenacadie River Watershed, would avoid 

the ability to properly assess impacts to the larger area. 

2. The Canada Oil and Gas Operations Act, Geophysical Operations Regulations prohibits the activity within 500 metres of the 

Maritimes NorthEast Pipeline. 

 

Seismic Energy Sources  

17 (1) Every operator who is conducting an onshore geophysical operation shall, when determining the location for a seismic 

energy source, ensure that the seismic energy source  

  

(a) is located so that, when the energy source is activated, no damage is caused to any wells, mines, pipelines, 

buried utilities, buildings or dams;  

(b) is placed at least 2 m from any driveway, gateway or buried telephone or other communication line; 

(c) where the energy source is a charge comprised of explosives, is placed 

(i)where the quantity of explosives being used for the charge is set out in column I of an item of 

Schedule I, at least the distance set out in column II of that item from any oil or gas well or the centre line of 

any oil or gas pipeline, and... 

I have included Schedule I below for you to review: 

  



 
A minimum setback for blasting more than 100 kg is 500m.  

The blast plan provided by the proponent refers to weights of max weight of 75kg x 121 holes (for smaller blasts in establishing a 

quarry face), and 213 kgs x 102 holes for production, which is a range of explosive weight totalling 9,075 – 21,726 kgs per blast 

event. We checked with a member of the mining association and we were told the average use of explosives is 0.35 kgs/ton of 

aggregate. As per the proponents blast plan they intend to blast between 20,000 and 50,000 tons per blast. That creates a weight 

range of 7,000 – 17,500 kgs of explosives using industry standards. Based on the incredibly large volume of explosives the 

proponent is suggesting will be used compared to industry standards, I would like to point out they must be intending to produce 

much higher volumes than indicated (The proponent’s volume of explosives indicate aggregate production volumes of 25,930 – 

62,074 tons per blast). No matter which way we look at their intent, they will use between 7,000 and 21,726 kgs of explosives per 

blast occurrence. That is quite obviously exponentially more than 100 kgs. While we do realize that the Oil and Gas Operations 

Regulations are referring to the oil and gas industry rather than quarrying, we have sincere trepidation about the logic of this being 

unsafe in any other industry and yet being overlooked in this instance. The pipeline, according to the proponent is only 190m away 

from the quarry site. The furthest they could physically ever blast from the pipeline based on their 30 m distance from the 102 

Highway is 737 m. But the majority of their blasting activities will be within the 500 m prescribed zone. 

So, I would ask, if the Oil and Gas Industry is essentially prohibiting this activity, within the industry itself, where the expertise and 

usual practice would enable clear and consistent judgement, why, if not because it is unsafe? The distance requirements have been 

created by the expertise and experience in the pipeline industry. Maritimes and NorthEast, do not have jurisdiction outside of the 30 

m on either side of their pipeline, and so their waiver is based on their perceived jurisdiction and faulty ground vibration 

calculations – see issues 4 and 5. Why would a novice quarry proponent, who has never operated a quarry in his life, never blasted 

in a quarry in his life, never worked in a quarry in his life, nor blasted next to a pipeline in his life, be permitted to do so 190 metres 

away from a pipeline using these volumes of explosives that are many thousands times greater than those prohibited by the 

industry? Why would you not assess this situation more thoroughly, to ensure the proposal is even rational? So far it is not sound, 

it cannot be change in enough ways to make it sound, and to the public it exposes a propensity to be dismissive of common sense, 

which leads us further toward fearing the worst case scenario. The pipeline runs through our neighborhood, even through our 

lawns, is the main supply to all of HRM and Tufts Cove Power Generating Plant, as well as the hospitals, the university, etc. The 

shut of valves, on either side of the quarry site, are 20 kms apart. The possible impacts of damage to the pipeline, due to ground 

vibrations, or deterioration or erosion of the pipeline bed, could be catastrophic. 

This concern is one ground for our filing with the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia 

3. The Canada Explosives Act prohibits the use of bulk emulsion in the prescribed zone, near Hwy 102. Any highway used by more 

than 5,000 cars has this prohibition as per their risk assessment tool, to determine the permissible distances. The quarry is located 

within the prescribed zone, and referring to the publication National Standard of Canada on Explosives, the proposed activity is 

particularly extreme as well as prohibited for this particular location considering there are 55,000 cars per day. 

Please see https://www.bnq.qc.ca/en/standardization/protection-and-safety/explosives-quantity-distances.html. This link was 

provided to me by the Natural Resources Department in Ottawa, as well as the observation that the quantities supplied by the 

proponent, in particular the intention of using bulk emulsion – a manufacturing using, are prohibited next to Highway 102. 

The blasting expert employed by the proponent has had two major incidents at the Gateway Quarry in Halifax sending fly rock 

(boulders) into buildings 500 m away and showering an area up to a kilometre away with rocks the size of grapefruits up to 150 

kgs, including Highway 102. This same expert has claimed in his submissions for the proponent, that fly rock is not possible. This 

information from Natural Resources Canada was supplied to the staff regarding the application for the quarry in April 2016. But it 

was not part of the file supplied for the file review or to the Minister during the Ministerial Appeal in 2017. We did not receive any 

feedback on the submission. 

https://www.bnq.qc.ca/en/standardization/protection-and-safety/explosives-quantity-distances.html


4. There were assessments done by the top blasting expert in the world, Dr. Roger Favreau. His assessments were submitted to the 

NSE staff, and were a thorough review of the risks associated with Ground Vibrations and Fly rock. Dr. Favreau was asked to 

provide an objective review of the plans, based on his 40 plus year career in blasting expertise and his world renowned BLASPA 

modelling. He pointed out the shortcomings of the plans, a well as the risks and gave multiple scenarios to support his findings. I 

strongly recommend you refer to Dr. Favreau’s report. We queried the staff as to whether she had considered the report. Her 

response was that she had read it. She had also read the proponent’s export report. She was no expert and so she was going to 

have to go with the proponent’s report. She stated this to our community lawyer, and confirmed it to members of Stop the Fall 

River Quarry Group in September 2016, the day after the proponent’s expert had caused massive damages ith fly rock out of 

Gateway Materials Quarry, when we met with her and others from NSE in person.  In the hearings at the NS Court of Appeal, in 

July 2018, the justice was quite surprised that Dr. Favreau has not been given an opportunity to review the latest plan. He asked 

why not, and we have indicated that the proponent had refused in writing to supply their plan to us. That hearing is ongoing 

recommencing on September 13, so it would also be advisable to await a decision on this ground for Judicial Review. This issue is 

one ground for our appeal. 

Dr. Favreau’s report - http://stopthefallriverquarry.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Blast-Report-May-2016.pdf 

5. Further assessment was done by the Mineral Management Division of NSDNR. They found multiple errors and shortcomings in 

the blast plan and did not offer any deep rooted opinion on risk, as I suspect they anticipated a return to the assessment with an 

updated submission by the proponent with effort to adhere to the recommended amendments as well as corrections. No evidence of 

further consultation with NS DNR exists in the file, and these concerns and recommendations were omitted from the Approval 

Appeal and were never presented to the file reviewer or the Minister. I have attached the NS DNR communications and their report 

on the blast plan as Appendices A and B. 

6. There have been 2 blasting incidents in the first three blasts at the site. On the first blast, there was an overage in the ground 

vibration at the Maritime’s Northeast Pipeline. (Please refer to Concern 2), and they blamed that on an incorrect set up of 

equipment, but that isn’t reassuring at all. We cannot get any details on the second incident, but there was a report of dirt and 

small stones showering Hwy 102, at 5:20 pm, for several minutes, outside of the reported blasting period on April 24 (5 hours after 

the planned and executed blast). NSE staff were advised, but have not returned requests for further details when prompted to 

contact NAVCAN or other regulators who would have been advised by the proponent of their blast plans. We are told, but have been 

unable to confirm due to a lack of response from staff at NSE, that the proponent is currently suspended from blasting at the site. 

7. Several wells in Miller Lake West subdivision have experienced serious issues since blasting occurrences at the quarry site. One 

well required Hydro Fracking to restore water supply, another reported silt and damage to plumbing. One well reported today, as I 

am writing this letter to you today, with first a muddy consistency in the water, turning into no water at all. A repair or solution for 

this well is still being sought. Our well appears to have collapsed above the static water line, creating muddy water. There was also 

a temporary change in the well recovery rate, but it appears to have returned to its pre-disruption rate for now. Damage to 

plumbing in the home occurred and a filter system had to be installed in the water line at the point of entry to our home. We have 

lived in the home since September 2008, and have never had such an incident with the well, until the first blast occurred at the 

quarry. The water issues, lasted approximately two weeks, and then the filter was installed. We now have a monthly filter to 

replace. 

http://stopthefallriverquarry.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Blast-Report-May-2016.pdf


 

This water quality was the results of the early collapse. We had to replace the cartridges in two showers, a shower head, two toilet 

flush valves, a toilet (dual flush intended to conserve water use, but susceptible to complications from mud in water lines and no 

available replacement parts), septic pump, expansion tank on hot water boiler. We were on bottled water for two months. 

 

This was two weeks later. A second collapse was suspected two weeks later and then the 5-micron filter was installed. The water 

improved partially, but not to potable quality before the second incident. 

These issues were reported to NSE staff, but they returned our complaint with reports that the quarry operator said no issues 

occurred on their site, with their wells, so it could not be related to their blasts. This was a completely nonsensical response to our 

complaint, considering that had been absolutely no previous issues with our well. No further investigation occurred. The appearance 

of dismissing the public complaints in light of the proponent’s version of the truth, is not only failing the public, but is a inspiration 

for further and broader distrust in our regulators. We said our wells would be impacted by the quarry, we said the proponent would 

expand, we said there were risks to the public safety. All of these things started becoming fact, but the proponent and department 

simply dismiss our complaints. 

8. Local water bodies are showing signs of concern, with the discovery of dead fish and murky water in brooks originating on the 

quarry property and leading to Soldier Lake earlier this summer. This has been reported to NSE and DFO, but without results.  

9. To date, it is reported the blasting that has occurred at the quarry site, are below 15,000 tons. Preparatory and site development 

actions have caused local residential well impacts, dead fish, changes in water bodies. The intention to remove brooks, and multiple 

wetlands, will no doubt have detrimental impacts on the watershed, and the local lakes that multiple homes rely on for water 

resource. Historical mapping by DNR show the quarry site to be in the transition area of the Granville and Halifax Formations. 

Previous developments in the immediate area have proven detrimental to the area lakes and have required continued treatment for 



acid rock drainage for decades since. Drawing down the water table, by quarry below it, will also draw down the surface water, and 

will result is destroying the remaining wetlands, that are intended in the proponent’s plan to filter the quarry waste water before it 

enters the surrounding environment. We are blessed in our community to have beautiful lakes and streams and fresh water that 

sustain us, enhance our lives and is a recognized treasure making this Tri-Lakes District a healthful and environmentally minded 

area. Any impacts to these essential pieces of our environment are bound to destroy much that makes this healthy natural area a 

sanctuary and part of the greenbelt in this area. With the pressures on the world’s fresh water supplies, we must do everything we 

can, to protect our local supplies, especially at their source. 

10. This community has said they do not want this quarry here. There has been a 7 year long fight to stop the quarry and it 

continues today. We wanted to stop this quarry at its under 3.99 hectares proposal. That fight continues in the Supreme Court of 

NS today. We do not want a 100 acre quarry, nor a 100 acre area, developed as multiple quarries. The proponent has bullied and 

maligned its opponents, and yet we remain steadfast in our opposition. We have invested heavily in our homes to be in this natural 

and beautiful location, next to the sanctuary, and the lakes.  

11. There is no evidence in the files provided online of the project details provided to or the responses from the “stakeholders”. I 

have a great deal of difficulty with the residents not being considered stakeholders. Especially when discussing the listed 

stakeholders, as the Federal regulations, that have been set aside or ignored for this quarry to date, that are in place and would 

protect our infrastructure, like TIR’s Hwy 102 or MNE’s 12” High Pressure natural Gas Pipeline, like the Halifax International Airport, 

impact our safety, as the pipeline runs through our community, along and even under the one way in our out of our neighborhood, 

the planes fly over our homes and the quarry at extremely low altitudes in the approach to the airport, Nova Scotians and visitors 

to our province drive the highway past the quarry.  

12. The Halifax International Airport was part of the appeal process of the original quarry approval in 2015, holding concerns about 

such a development near the end of their primary runway, until the board secretary, a retired senator James Cowan, also became 

part of an advisory board for the quarry operator. Suddenly, their concerns were dropped. This conflict of interest went without 

response when brought to the attention of NSE. Even though the Transport Canada Publication “Aviation – Land Use in the Vicinity 

of Aerodromes” lists quarries as a potential safety risk causing limits to visibilitynear airports in Section V. 

“Restrictions to visibility at an aerodrome which can seriously limit aircraft operations may be caused by factors other 

than deteriorating weather conditions. These phenomena are briefly discussed in this Part.   

Some industrial/manufacturing/power generation processes may generate smoke, dust or steam in sufficient volume to 

potentially affect visibility at or near aerodromes under certain wind conditions and temperature inversions. Examples of 

the types of industries which may be prominent in this regard are pulp mills, steel mills, quarries, municipal or other 

incinerators, cement plants, sawmills (slash and sawdust burners), power generating plants and refineries.   

During the planning stages for new industrial complexes that will generate smoke, dust or steam, it is recommended that 

individual facility plans include an analysis to deal with potential emission dispersion problems.  The results of the 

analysis should be considered before approving such land uses near an aerodrome. Prospective industrial sites near an 

aerodrome should be assessed on an individual basis due to the many local factors involved. Sufficient evidence is 

available from aerodromes across the country to suggest that such industries generating emissions may cause visibility 

problems near aerodromes that could pose a potential safety problem. “  

http://www.tc.gc.ca/media/documents/ca-publications/tp1247e.pdf 

I anticipate that proper consideration will be given to the federal regulations that are based on safety considerations and are laws. 

Laws we expect everyone to follow, including other government departments. We expect there to be weight given to the local 

impacts that we are experiencing, before operations have even actually begun. We hope that the Environmental Assessment will 

note these impacts and carefully consider what will occur when the intended blast sizes are actually put to use. The evidence of 

what may come from this operation is devastating. And while the courts are dealing with the legality of the activities in this location 

as well as the appropriateness of the approval, no further decisions on this project should occur. It would be incredibly premature 

to move to an additional phase of approval, while the current phase is still under scrutiny. I believe a public hearing with the 

Environmental Assessment Board may be a most appropriate next course of process for this project. 

http://www.tc.gc.ca/media/documents/ca-publications/tp1247e.pdf


There are continued and additional concerns about this development every day for the people who live in Miller Lake West. Our 

peace and quiet, our clean air, our well water and the security of our homes will be at risk with every blast and ongoing crushing 

activity at the site. There are 6, most of which are within 10 – 15 kms, quarries in our district, all operating at below 60% capacity 

over the past 5 or more years, refuting any claims of need or competition. The zoning in this area does not permit this operation, 

and the requirement to consider zoning is part of the Minister’s obligation.  

We live here. Our safety is at risk. We rely on our wells for all our water requirements. This impacts us. We have said no to this 

development since day one. We expect the laws that exist to protect us to be followed. We hope that the governing bodies will 

adhere to those laws, with our best interests foremost in the decision process. We do not wish to continue calling on deaf ears.  

 

Thank you for your time. 
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